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ABOUT AKA

SOLUTIONS FOR NON-PROFITS

AKA Enterprise Solutions is a technology innovator,
dedicated to making it easier for non-profit
organizations to achieve their mission goals by
using technology to simplify processes and reduce
risks. Like NetHope, we believe technology drives
change, levels the playing field, and fosters
improvement.

The constant challenge of running a non-profit organization is operating on a tight budget, often with a small
staff—while continuing to deliver on promises to the people you serve. And since no two non-profits are alike,
requirements can vary greatly, and each organization has unique problems to solve. The right technology—
designed and implemented by an expert partner—can help meet those needs.

We combine technology, industry experience,
proven methodologies, and world-class consulting
to collaborate with non-profits to help them defeat
their challenges and improve our world.

RESOURCES
Solution Brief: Financial & Supply Chain Mgmt.
With AKA's Financial & Supply Chain Management for
Non-Profits, your organization can improve quality,
increase efficiency, and ensure compliance through
transforming and automating processes and workflows.
> Link to Solution Brief

Solution Brief: Social Services Case Mgmt.

Financial & Supply Chain Management
Like other businesses, non-profits face challenges like inconsistent funding and tight budgets.
But they also deal with ever-shifting supply chains, lack of technology, and drastically changing
economic and political conditions. They need to optimize their financial and supply chain
management within tight budgets and with limited resources. AKA’s solutions for Financial &
Supply Chain Management bring these two functions together into a single system, enabling
non-profit organizations to increase efficiency while maintaining quality and ensuring
compliance.
Constituent Management
Non-profit organizations depend on the generosity of donors and volunteers. If they are unable
to attract donors and volunteers and keep them engaged and involved, they risk losing a
valuable workforce and badly needed funds. You need a solution that enables you to
maximize these relationships. AKA’s solutions for Constituent Management (Donors,
Volunteers, Partners, Employees) utilize Cloud technology to support critical functions.

AKA's Social Services Case Management for Non-Profits
is a Cloud-based, integrated client and case
management framework designed to support the full
client lifecycle from request through receipt and follow-up
of services.
> Link to Solution Brief

Grant Management
Grants are a key function of many non-profit organizations and are often the primary source of
funds for programs. But the process of tracking grants can be challenging–and you risk losing
those grants if you are not able to show where the money is going. AKA’s solutions for Grant
Management enable organizations to track and report on grant funding, complying with
requirements from the local to Federal level, such as single audits (OMB A-133).

Video Case Study: LifeWorks

Social Services Case Management
Social services programs administered by non-profits and the types of funding organizations
they work with use different processes and systems for managing cases, participants, and
outcomes. Outdated systems can exacerbate the complications caused by a network of care
and funders that rely on multiple processes and systems—negatively impacting the level of
care and outcomes. AKA’s solution for Social Services Case Management is an integrated
client and case management framework designed to support the complete client lifecycle
through request, receipt, and follow-up of services.

Leaders at LifeWorks talk about how Microsoft Dynamics
365, the Cloud, and AKA are helping this fearless
advocate better serve more than 4,000 youth and
families.
> Link to Video

On-Demand Webcast: Weathering the Storm
How your non-profit can build a viable Disaster
Recovery Plan using the Cloud.
> Watch the Webcast
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AKA CONTACTS

NON-PROFIT SUCCESS STORIES

Our clients trust our non-profit experts only
because of our deep understanding of today’s
technologies, but also because we know how to
put them to work.
Our non-profit team—each with decades of
experience—has worked closely with organizations
around the world to pursue their missions.

Kostas Tzigizis
EVP, Sales
T: 617.485-5201
M: 617.771-3737
E: ktzigizis@akaes.com
Jim Bretschneider
EVP, Solutions
T: 212.502.3903
M: 203.921.8691
E: jbretschneider@akaes.com
Pëtra Eimiller
NetHope Project Manager
T: 646.449.7840
M: 646.599.3920
E: peimiller@akaes.com

ABOUT
Every year, LifeWorks provides a
pathway to self-sufficiency for more
than 4,000 youth and families, many of
whom are facing life’s most difficult
challenges, including homelessness,
trauma, and abuse.

ABOUT
Médecins Sans Frontières is an
international, independent
humanitarian organization that
provides medical assistance to people
affected by conflict, epidemics,
disaster, or exclusion from healthcare.

SUCCESS
Simplified and integrated HQ, field,
and offline functions, enabling
improved reporting/analysis and
budget/ donation tracking, supply
chain operations, and grant
management.

SUCCESS
Easy and cost-effective data
consolidation and access from any
location enables them to better
support on-the-ground employees
interacting with clients to effectively
manage cases and track progress.

SUCCESS
Created a global community that can
better operate and provide services,
collaborate globally, share experiences
and knowledge in real time, and
deploy technology and tools faster to
the people who need it.

LINK TO CASE STUDY
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LINK TO CASE STUDY

ABOUT
A coalition of more than 200 partners,
Commit Partnership is a community
navigator and connector that works
collaboratively to help solve the
region’s biggest systemic challenges.

ABOUT
The American Bible Society (ABS), an
interconfessional, non-denominational
organization that publishes, distributes,
and translates the Bible and provides
study aids and other tools.

ABOUT
JDRF is the leading foundation focused
on ending type 1 diabetes (T1D) and
funding type 1 diabetes research, with
100+ chapters in the U.S.

SUCCESS
The power of the Cloud enabled them
to gain control over mountains of
critical data that backs its mission to
support education initiatives.

SUCCESS
Saved $500,000 annually with an
integrated, easy-to-use Microsoft
Dynamics system that met their
reporting, business intelligence, and
strategic needs.

SUCCESS
A scalable solution for HQ processes
and individual chapter operations
streamlined training and coordination
of volunteers and temp employees;
centralized financial management
improved data quality.

ABOUT
International Rescue Committee (IRC)
is a global aid, relief, and development
non-profit that helps people whose
lives are shattered by conflict and
disaster to survive and recover.
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